Abstract—Scale space theory has been introduced into the field of big data, but its research is still not deep enough and perfect because of the lack of universal theory and method. With deepening of big data processing applications, the research becomes more and more urgent. In view of the above question, this paper studies pervasive multi-scale data analysis theory and method. On one hand, we give the definition and partition of data scale as well as the relationship of multi-scale data set between the upper scale and lower scale based on concept hierarchy theory. On the other hand, we clarify the definition of multi-scale data analysis, study essence and classification method. Previous studies show that the proposed method has high coverage rate, high accuracy accuracy, lower error rate of support estimation degree and greater improvement the efficiency than the traditional algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Broadly speaking, the scale is research object of units or measurement tools [1-3]. According to the data as the research object of the data analysis, scale is also a measurement unit of data [4-6]. And statistical measurement scales to variables as benchmark data for similar and data analysis of scale measurement based quasi should be the intrinsic properties of the data [7-9]. When researchers have a survey on the category data often correspond to data in the category of a property set, the attribute set can usually form a partial order structure explicit in the concept hierarchy, according to the concept hierarchy related concept is used to divide the data can be formed with the multi-scale characteristic of the data set [10-12].

From the present study, analysis and research of multi-scale data is not fully expanded, the data types involved are more concentrated in spatial data, which limits the development space of multi scale analysis data [13-15]. In order to expand the theory of multi-scale analysis research scope and depth in the field of data, this article from the following 3 aspects:

1) will the basic theory of multi-scale science into the general data set, put forward a more universal theory of multi-scale data;

2) describes the definition of multi-scale analysis of the data, essence and classification;

3) proposed the multi-scale data analysis algorithm frame and gives its theoretical basis, then analysis the algorithm framework is applied to association rules further, we propose a multi-scale analysis of association rules algorithm, multi-scale data derivation of implicit association rules, the single scale data sets through knowledge push and push down, switch to other scales Level of knowledge, an analysis can be obtained multi-level knowledge. And the accuracy of the algorithm theoretically evaluated; finally, the real data set for experiment to prove the feasibility and efficiency of the algorithm.

II. MULTI-SCALES FOR DATA

A. Concept Hierarchy

Definition 1: concept hierarchy

Concept hierarchy C is a partial order set (C, ≼), where C is a finite set of concepts, ≼ denote C contains a partial order relation between concepts.

A category attribute data sets that have a distinct concept hierarchy partial ordering: every property ci(i=1,...,n) in attribute set C = {c1,...,cn} can be used as a concept in limited concept set. Corresponding to the partial order relationship in limited concept set, attributes can form a partial order relation depend on domain knowledge. A attribute ci ∈ C is corresponding to a number of specific attribute values after the instances, denoted as Vci = {v1, v2, ..., Vm} (vj present a specific discrete values or continuous intervals). Highly abstract of those attribute values in semantic formed attributes concept hi, called as attribute values Vj ∈ Vhi (j = 1, ..., m), belong to semantically hi, denoted as: Vj ∈ Vhi. In practical applications, the geographical scope of attributes concept set may be formed concept hierarchy: (C, ≼) = {day < township < village < province < city}; Time Category attribute set can also form hierarchical concept: (Ctime, ≼) = {day < month < years}.

B. The Basic Concept of Data Scale

In the concept hierarchy (C, ≼), the partial order ≼ indicates concept involved range, the relative size of particle size, or the relative length of time amplitude, then call this concept hierarchy (C, ≼) with a multi-scale feature. For example, the concept hierarchy (Clocation, ≼) = {county < township < village < province < city} represents geographical area range from small to large; The concept (Ctime, ≼) = {day < month < years} represents time amplitude from short to long. All of these concepts have the ability to represent the relative size of the data granularity, so they are all equipped with multi-scale characteristics. Using the concept of hierarchical multi-scale
features as the standard for dividing, the data set may be formed multi-scale data sets.

Definition 2: Data scale division
The attribute set of a certain category of data set DS forms a concept hierarchy with multi-scale characteristics: \((C, \leq)
\) \(=\{c_1, c_2, ..., c_n\}\), the set of attribute values of a certain concept \(c_i (i=1, ..., n)\) in the finite concept set \(C\) is \(V_{c_i} = \{v_{1i}, v_{2i}, ..., v_{ni}\}\); According to the different attribute values \(v_i^j (j = 1, ..., m_i)\) of the concept \(c_i\) divide DS with the same attribute values to form an independent sub-data set, denoted as \(D_{s_{c_i-v_i^j}}\); Data set DS is divided into \(m_i\) sub data sets, which form a set of data with the concept of \(c_i\) as the partition granularity. This process is called the data scale division based on the concept \(c_i\).

In the process of data scaling, the essential of scale is a unit of measurement with a certain semantic meaning, and its semantics is related to the concept of the concept hierarchy with multi-scale characteristics.

Definition 3: Data Scale
The concept \(c_i\) that is based on the classification of data set DS is the data scale of the data set in this division, denoted as \(\text{Scale}_{\text{DataSet}}=c_i\).

Definition 4: Benchmark Scale Data Set
In the results of division for data set DS based on the concept \(c_i\) of concept hierarchy \((C, \leq)\), all sub data set \(D_{s_{c_i-v_i^j}}\) is the meta scale data set under the data scale \(\text{Scale}_{\text{DataSet}}=c_i\); for data set DS. If another scale data sets can be obtained through merging or decomposing from the meta scale data set, then the metascale data set is called the benchmark scale data set, the concept \(c_i\) corresponding to the benchmark scale data set is benchmark scale, denoted as Benchmark-Scale.

In general, all meta scale data set of a data scale \(\text{Scale}_{\text{DataSet}}=c_i\) can be denoted as the \(d_{dataset_{c_i}}\) to represent the data partition of the scale by the granularity is \(c_i\). Using different concepts in the concept hierarchy as data scale to divide the same data set in multi-scale and multi granularity can obtain multi resolution and multi-scale data set. To investigate data in the manner of multi-scale and multi granularity can obtain implicit knowledge under different scales and different levels, so as to achieve the purpose of analyzing data from multiple scales. The proposed related concepts of data scale and multi-scale data set are similar to the data cube [16] in the representation. However, the multi-scale data and data cube have different focus in nature. The former concerns multi-scale characteristics of the data set itself, while the latter concerns the aggregation values.

C. The relationship between multi scale data sets
Definition 5: upper scale data sets and lower scale data sets
The data set \(\text{DataSet}\) is divided by data scale \(\text{Scale}_{\text{DataSet}}=c_x\) and \(\text{Scale}_{\text{DataSet}}=c_y\), the obtained data sets are \(\text{dataset}_{c_x}\) and \(\text{dataset}_{c_y}\). If \(c_x \leq c_y\), then all meta scale data set \(\text{dataset}_{c_y}\) under data scale \(\text{Dataset}_{\text{DataSet}}=c_x\) are upper scale data set for all meta scale data set \(\text{dataset}_{c_y}\) under data scale \(\text{dataset}_{\text{DataSet}}=c_x\).

The upper and lower scale data sets are relative concepts. The concept level of data scale in upper scale data set is higher, partition granularity is larger, data set containing data meaning is more generalization; The concept level of data scale in lower scale data set is lower, partition granularity is smaller, so it contains the meaning of data more clear and specific. The upper scale data sets clearly contain more data than the lower scale data set, so the upper scale data set is large scale data sets than the lower scale data set; correspondingly, lower scale data set is small scale data set than the upper scale data set. Large scale data sets and small scale data sets corresponding to the data scales are called large scale and small scale, but also for the relative concept. If the data scale \(\text{Scale}_{dataset}=c_x\) and \(\text{Scale}_{dataset}=c_y\) in the concept hierarchy \(c_x \leq c_y\), then \(c_x\) is a small scale, \(c_y\) is large scale, denoted as \(\text{Scale}_{dataset}=\text{datasetscale}_{c_y}\).

III. MULTI-SCALE DATA ANALYSIS

A. Definition of Multi-scale Data Analysis
The main task of multi-scale data analysis has two aspects, that is, the multi scale implementation of data and knowledge of multi scale mining. The former belongs to the data preprocessing, the data partition of the scale can be realized; the latter needs improvement technique in detail, in the form of multiple scale data knowledge discovery, analysis and knowledge derivation are connected with each other. The definition of multi-scale data analysis is given in this paper.

Definition 6: Multi scale data analysis
Multi-scale data analysis refers to the data were multi-scale processing, form a set of multi-scale data, use, or improved data analysis techniques explore multi-scale data of implicit knowledge and analysis of, derived data of various scales form behind the knowledge between relations.

B. The essence of multi-scale data analysis
Scaling is the core content of multi-scale science research, literature [17] has needle of spatial data analysis put forward three kinds of scale transformation of the way, summed up includes two aspects, namely multi-scale multi scale multi scale conversion of data and knowledge conversion. In fact, the research method of multi-scale spatial data analysis is also applicable to the analysis of multi scale data. Is not difficult to see that the conversion of data at multiple scales of the principle is simple, but requires multi-scale forms of data were analyzed, workload is big; knowledge of scaling the workload is small, only a single scale of data analysis, but need to solve the problem of scale effect, complexity theory. Scale effect is the conclusion that a certain scale cannot be applied to another scale [18], that is, when the study object to change its scope of performance, size or amplitude, the analysis results will be changed with [19,20]. Similarly, in a certain scale data focuses on knowledge cannot be no difference in applicable in other scales in the data, we must use domain knowledge or multi-scale data set between relationship of analysis results are deduced, naturalization, is it possible to achieve true knowledge of multi-scale conversion. It
is obvious that the multi-scale transformation of knowledge is the essence of multi-scale data analysis. The definition of knowledge scale transformation is given below.

Definition 7: knowledge scale conversion

Let SCALE, SCALE' are data scale of data set DS. The process of knowledge transfers from the SCALE to SCALE' is called knowledge scale transformation, denoted as SCALE \xrightarrow{knowledge} SCALE'. If SCALE is larger than SCALE', then the knowledge scale conversion from SCALE to SCALE' is called as scale down, denoted as SCALE \xrightarrow{\downarrow} SCALE'; on the contrary, the knowledge scale conversion from SCALE' to SCALE is called as scale up, denoted as SCALE' \xrightarrow{\uparrow} SCALE.

Due to data collected in the actual application, usually only appears to single scale, and there is no need to analysis data according to multiscale expression form. So in this paper, we will take the multi scale transform of knowledge as the research essence of multi-scale data analysis: research methods or algorithms. Knowledge of a single scale data set is derived and calculated, which is suitable for the knowledge of other scale data sets within a certain error range [21,22].

C. Classification of Multi Scale Data Analysis Algorithms

Based on the knowledge of scale transformation of the definition and study field scale conversion classification [23,24], from knowledge of the multi-scale conversion direction angle, multi-scale data analysis algorithm scale on Pushover analysis algorithm and scale pushdown analysis algorithm:

1) scale up analysis algorithm: using scale data from the lower concentration of knowledge, and domain knowledge, lower scale data set between the relationship, derived upper scale data hidden knowledge, and not the upper scale data set for direct analysis. Scale push analysis algorithm is designed to use the data of the micro one-sided knowledge of the macro comprehensive knowledge of the data.

2) scales down analysis algorithm: using data from the upper scale concentration of knowledge, domain knowledge and, lower scale data set between the relationship, is the lower scale data hidden knowledge, and not lower scale data set for direct analysis. The scale down push analysis algorithm is designed to utilize the data from the macroscopic and comprehensive knowledge of the details of the data to derive the local knowledge.

IV. MULTI SCALE DATA ANALYSIS ALGORITHM

A. Algorithm Framework

Based on the benchmark scale and scale conversion mechanism, this paper proposes the basic framework of Multi-Scale Data Analyzing Algorithm. The basic idea of the framework is: first select benchmark scale, on benchmark data sets used in data analysis algorithm to get the results of the analysis; then for any other target scale so, through the use of scale conversion mechanism and the conversion methods Standard BS analysis results or knowledge inversion to target scale so, direct access to the target scale data set behind the implicit knowledge of the approximate results, rather wrong target scale data set for direct analysis, the ultimate realization of multi-scale data analysis. The specific steps of the algorithm framework are as follows:

Algorithm 1: the framework of multi-scale data analysis algorithm

INPUT: data set with the characteristic of multi-scale
OUTPUT: results of data analysis on the target scale
1. Select the benchmark scale of data set;
2. Use data analysis algorithm on data set of benchmark scale;
3. While the target scale is not benchmark scale
4. If target scale ≼ benchmark scale  
   5. Run scale down analysis algorithm:  
      benchmark scale \xrightarrow{\downarrow} target scale  
   6. Else if benchmark scale ≼ target scale  
      7. Run scale up analysis algorithm:  
           benchmark scale \xrightarrow{\uparrow} target scale  
4. Exit while all data have been executed

In the algorithm, if the target scale is smaller than the benchmark scale, call scale down algorithm analysis, conduct knowledge scale down conversion, through benchmark scale down analysis, and reverse conduct the results on the target scale; if the target scale is bigger than the benchmark scale, of the analysis show; if so scale is larger than the benchmark scale, call scale up algorithm analysis, conduct knowledge scale up conversion, through the benchmark scale analysis, and reverse conduct the results on the target scale; If the interested scale has been analyzed, the algorithm ends and returns to the analysis of the results of each scale.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the basic idea of multi-scale science is introduced into the field of data analysis. Data classification and data scale concept hierarchy scale definition is proposed based on the relationship between the upper and lower scale data set between multi-scale data sets is given, laid the foundation for the theory of multi-scale data; the core of knowledge conversion based on multi-scale, given the definition and classification of multi-scale data analysis; proposed the multi-scale data analysis of algorithm framework, and gives the theoretical basis of knowledge transformation in the framework of multi-scale algorithm, and this algorithm is applied to multi-scale analysis of association rules, proposed the multi-scale analysis of association rules algorithm, numerical analysis results with benchmark data sets. And the benchmark data set for target scale data set weight that is the target scale data sets of association rules behind the realization of the cross scale derived knowledge, provides the possibility for multi-scale decision.
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